Let G = (V, E) be a graph with positive edge weights and let V' c V. The min VI-cut prohlenl is to find a minimum weight set E' E E such that no two nodes of V' occur in the same component of G' = (V, E\E'). Our main results are two new structural theorems for optimal solutions to the min V-cut problem when G is planar. The first theorem establishes for the first time a close connection between the planar min VI-cut problem and the well-known "GomoryP Hu" cut collections. The second theorem establishes a connection between the planar min V'-cut problem and a particular matroid. Each theorem results in a simple algorithm for the planar min V'-cut problem. The first algorithm is based upon the most efficient previous algorithm for this problem (due to Dahlhaus et al.) and achieves a lower time complexity. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
references. Of course, a major difference between the general problem and this special case is that there exists a polynomial algorithm for finding min cuts.
We focus our attention in this paper on the planar min V'-cut problem. We present two main results. Each result is a new structural characterization of optimal solutions to the planar V/-cut problem. We also show how each result leads to a new polynomial time algorithm for this problem, when / V'I is fixed.
The first structural result establishes for the first time a relationship between the min V'-cut problem and a classical result of Gomory and Hu [9] . In particular, we consider an all V'-pairs min cut collection, which is a collection of edge sets such that for every pair of nodes s, t E V', there exists a min {s, t}-cut in the collection.
Gomory and Hu [9] were the first to consider the structure of these cut collections and how to find them. Our result shows that a min V'-cut on a planar graph can essentially be decomposed into a "minimum weight spanning tree structure" and an "all V/-pairs min cut collection". The resulting algorithm (a combination of Kruskal's algorithm and Gomory and Hu's algorithm) produces a min V/-cut for a planar graph in time O(k 4k n2k-4 log n), where k = 1 V'I and n = 1 V 1. The complexity is better than that of the best previous algorithm for this problem (see [4] ), which is O(k! 4k n2k-' log n). For example, when k = 3, our algorithm has complexity 0(n2 logn) whereas the previous algorithm has complexity O(n' log n). Our algorithm is based upon the algorithm in [4] .
The second structural result shows that an optimal solution to the min V'-cut problem is a minimum weight basis of a particular matroid whose elements are a special collection of paths and cycles in a graph. This connection between the min V'-cut problem and matroids is new. This second result is proved using notions from linear algebra and matroids and is then used to prove the first structural result. Hence, the proof techniques used in this paper are significantly different from those used in [4] . We then show how the paths and cycles described in the above result can be further decomposed into minimum weight paths. This leads to a second algorithm for the min V'-cut algorithm that is based on the greedy algorithm for matroids. This algorithm is also polynomial for IV'1 fixed.
Let us finally mention some closely related work. Given a graph G = ( V,E) with positive edge weights, the k-split problem is to find a minimum weight set of edges E' GE such that G' = (V, E/E') has at least k components. Goldschmidt and Hochbaum [8] have shown that this problem is NP-hard, but that if k is fixed, it is solvable in polynomial time. The most efficient algorithm for the case that G is planar appears in [lo] and has complexity O(n2k-' ). (This work establishes a relationship between the k-split problem and matroids). For the case that G is planar and k = 3, this algorithm can be implemented in time 0(n3). More efficient algorithms for the special case that G is planar and k = 3 and all weights are equal appear in Hochbaum and Shmoys [ 151 and He [14] , with complexities O(n2) and O(n logn), respectively. Finally, Hassin [13] presents some interesting results that, among other things, give an upper bound on the cardinal&y of a collection of V/-cuts that contains a min V'-cut for every set of 1 V 'I nodes in a graph. This generalizes an important part of Gomory and Hu's results in [9] concerning the structure of all V/-pairs min cut collections.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic terminology and state our first structural theorem. In Section 3 we present an algorithm based on the first structural theorem. In Section 4 we introduce some vector space terminology and state our second structural theorem. In Section 5 we present our second algorithm based on the second result. Section 6 contains a proof of the second theorem. Section 7 presents some useful results from [12] , which we then use in Section 8 to prove the first theorem.
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Let G = (V,E) be a graph with positive edge weights. We will frequently assume that G is 2-(node)-connected.
This will simplify some definitions, results, and proofs.
However, there is no loss of generality in making this assumption since we may always add edges, with very small weights, to make a graph 2-connected without affecting the essential structure of the min weight V/-cuts and without affecting our stated complexities. A cycle in G is a minimal subgraph such that every node has degree 2. If G is connected then a cut in G is a minimal edge set C such that G( V, E\C) has exactly two components. Note that we consistently use the term minimal with respect to set inclusion and the term minimum with respect to weights.
Let us refer to a planar graph that has been embedded in the plane as a plane graph. A plane graph G divides the plane into maximal open connected sets of points that we refer to as the regions of G. Observe that if G is 2-connected, the regions are bounded by cycles of G; we call these cycles faces. Let Gd = ( Vd, E) denote the "geometric" dual plane graph of G. Observe that if G is 2-connected, then so is Gd. There is a l-l correspondence between the regions of G and the nodes of Gd. When G is connected, there is a similar l-l correspondence between the nodes of G and the regions of Gd. There is also a l-1 correspondence between the edge sets of G and Gd, hence we denote both edge sets by E and we let El C: E denote a subset of edges in both G and Gd. An edge weighting on G induces an edge weighting on Gd. For E' C E, we let
G(E') denote the subgraph of G (with no isolated nodes) induced by E'.
We are interested in what a min weight VI-cut in a plane graph corresponds to in its dual. In the simplest case, there is a l-l correspondence between a cut in a plane graph and the edge set of a cycle in its dual. The general relationship is characterized by the following definition and proposition.
Let G = (V, E) be a plane graph with positive edge weights and let R' be a subset of its regions. Then E' 2 E is called a R'-separation if no two regions of R' occur in the same region of G(E'). The weight of a RI-separation is the sum of the weights of its edges. For an example, see Fig. 1 : If E' is the set of bold edges, then E' is a minimum weight R'-separation. We leave the proof of the following proposition to the reader. is a minimum weight VI-cut of G if and only if E' is a minimum weight RI-separation of Gd.
Hence, we may turn our attention to the problem of finding minimum weight R'separations in plane graphs, which (for connected graphs) is equivalent to our original problem. We need a few more definitions.
Let G= (V,E) be a graph. A u-v path in G is a connected subgraph that contains no cycles and has exactly two degree 1 nodes, u and a, called its endnodes.
If U c {(~,a): u,v E V, uf v}, then a U-path is a u-v path such that (u, v) E U. A topology T is a pair {N, {Ni,. . . ,Np}} where N C V and {Nr,. . . ,NP} is a partition of N. We let U(T) denote the set of unordered pairs of N such that (u, v) E U(T) if and only if u, v E Ni for some i E { 1,. . . , p}. We will be interested in U( T)-paths.
Consider a plane graph G with positive edge weights and a subset R' of its regions. Let E' be a minimum weight RI-separation in G. The blocks of G(E') are its maximal 2-connected subgraphs. Let Gi, . . . , G4 denote the blocks of G(E') that are not cycles. Let Ni denote the set of nodes with degree three or more in Gi and let N= U{Ni, i= 1,. . . , q}. Observe that INil> 2, for 1 <i <q, due to our definition of GI,..., G, as non-cyclic blocks.) Such a topology T = {N, {Nl,. . . , Nq}} is called an optimal topology. Observe that an optimal topology T gives us a unique decomposition of G(E') into a union of edge disjoint cycles and paths, namely: the cycles that are blocks of G(E') and the minimal U(T)-paths of Gi,. . . , G,.
Example. See Fig. 1 . Again, if E' denotes the set of bold edges, then E' is a minimum weight R'-separation. G(E') contains three blocks, one of which is a cycle. G, -(N,{uivi: i= l,...,s}).
Then P is called a T-forest if G, is a forest. If, in addition, the components of G, are trees TI,. . . , T,, where 1; has node set Ni, then P is said to be a spanning T-forest. Note that the edges of a T-forest need not induce a forest in the graph G. The weight of a T-forest is the sum of the weights of its paths. Then Gp, as shown, is a spanning T-forest. Note that the edges in the paths in P do not induce a forest in G. 
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We next present a simple algorithm for the planar min V'-cut problem whose validity follows immediately from Theorem 2.2. The algorithm we present is based upon the algorithm in [4] and similarly depends upon the following proposition. Output: Min weight spanning T-forest P
Step 0: Set S := 0.
Step 1: Form the graph G' = (N, {uv: U, v E Ni for some i = 1,. . . , p}); for each edge uv in G', assign it the weight of P,,.
Step 2: Let L' be a list of the edges in G' in non-decreasing order by weight.
Step 3: Consider each edge e in L' in this order and do the following:
If G(S U e) has fewer components than G(S), set S := S U e.
Step 4: Let P={P,,: uvES}. Output: A minimal all V/-pairs min cut collection C.
Step 0: Set C := 0 and S := {G}. Call the nodes in V' unmarked.
Step 1: If every graph in S has exactly one unmarked node, then done. Otherwise, let H be a graph in S with two or more unmarked nodes.
Step 2: Pick two unmarked nodes, say s and t, in H. Find a min s-t cut C in H and set C := C U {C}.
Step 3: Let S and T be the shores of C in H. Set S := S\H u {H/S,H/T}. Call the nodes resulting from the node identifications in G/S and G/T marked. (Note that a node identification may be trivial.) Goto Step 1.
End.
Observation 3.2. The above algorithm outputs an all V-pairs min cut collection that is not only minimal, but also non-crossing. We note that "minimality" alone is all that is required by Theorem 2.2.
That this algorithm works follows immediately from the work of Gomory and Hu [9] . We next present our algorithm for the planar min V'-cut problem.
Algorithm. Planar min V-cut (1)
Input: A 2-connected plane graph G = (V,E) with positive edge weights; V' (I V. Output: A minimum weight V-cut.
Step 1: Find Gd.
Step 2: Find a minimum weight u-v path P,, for every pair of nodes in Gd.
Step 3: For each distinct topology T = {N, {N,, . . , Np}} in Gd with INI < 2k -4, do the following:
Step 3a: Apply Algorithm: Min weight spanning T-forest to Gd using the paths P,,. Let AT denote the edges in this T-forest.
Step 3b: Apply Algorithm: Minimal all V'-pairs min cut collection to G' = ( V,E\Ar). Let BT denote the edges in this collection.
Step 4: Output the minimum weight set {AT u LIT} found in Step 3. End.
The validity of this algorithm follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 Proof. Let us say IV\ = n and IV'1 = k.
Step 1 can be implemented in time O(n).
Step 2 can be implemented in time O(n2) using an algorithm of Frederickson [7] . Consider Step 3a. The graph G' constructed in Algorithm: Min weight spanning T-forest has O(k) nodes and 0(k2) edges. Hence, Kruskal's algorithm applied to G' requires O(k2 log k) time (see, e.g., [24] ).
It follows immediately from the work of Gomory and Hu that
Step 3b can be implemented in the time it takes to find k -1 min cuts in a planar graph. Frederickson [7] has shown that a single mins -t cut in a planar graph can be found in time O(n log n). Frederickson's algorithm relies on the algorithm of Reif [23] . Note that if the addition of an edge s -t leaves the graph planar, then finding a mins -t cut reduces to a single minimum weight path problem in the dual. In this case, a mins -t cut can be found in time O(n) using the algorithm of Klein et al. [17] .
It follows that each pass through Steps 3a and 3b requires O(k* log k + kn log n) = O(kn logn) time. By Proposition 3.1, we make 0(4kn2k-4) passes through these steps, hence the overall complexity of this algorithm is O(k4kn2k-3 logn). q Observation 3.4. We could have based Algorithm: Min weight spanning T-forest on Prim's [22] more efficient O(k2) algorithm. However, this would not improve the complexity of Algorithm: Planar min V-cut. More importantly, we make use of the "greedy" structure of the algorithm in the proof of (6.6).
The previous algorithm for this problem (see [4] ) has complexity 0(k!22k-4 n2k-1 logn), which is expressed more compactly in [4] as 0((4k)kn2k-' logn). A significant difference between the previous algorithm and the algorithm above is that
Step 3b in the previous algorithm requires a time that is exponential in k (this accounts for the k! and the kk terms). Theorem 2.2 allows us to perform Step 3b in polynomial time. In fact, the complexity of Step 3 is polynomial if k is not fixed. Another factor that makes the algorithm in this paper more efficient is that the algorithm in [4] requires the initial edge weights to be perturbed. This perturbation simplifies the proofs in [4] by making the min V-cut unique. However, it adds a factor of il to the overall complexity. We find in this paper that it is not necssary to perturb the weights. Both algorithms also require min cuts to be found. However, in this paper min cuts are found in planar graphs, whereas in [3] min cuts are found in general graphs. Hence, we are able to make use of a more efficient algorithm (see [7] ) that exists for finding min cuts in planar graphs.
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In this section we begin by defining some elementary vector spaces associated with graphs. We then state our second main theorem that establishes a close relationship between these spaces and minimum weight R/-separations (hence min V-cuts in planar graphs). We will use this theorem to prove Theorem 2.2 in Section 8.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. To each subgraph G' = (V',E') (with no isolated nodes) of G we associate an incidence vector x, indexed on E, such that x, = 1 if e EE' and X, = 0 otherwise. The vector space over GF(2) generated by the incidence vectors of cycles is the well-known cycle space of G. A set of cycles whose incidence vectors form a basis for the cycle space of G is called a cycle basis. (A well-known example of a cycle basis of a 2-connected plane graph is the set of faces of bounded regions.
See [20] .) We extend this notion as follows. If UC {(u, 0): U,U E V, U# u}, then the vector space over GF(2) generated by the incidence vectors of cycles and U-paths is called the U-space of G. A set of cycles and U-paths whose incidence vectors from a basis for the U-space of G is called a U-basis. (We remark that these definitions are structured so that the cycle bases and U-bases are special types of bases for their respective spaces; i.e., a basis for the cycle space (U-space) need not consist of cycles (cycles and U-paths); see (6.2).) Suppose G has edge weights. Let us say that the weight of a subgraph of G is the sum of the weights of its edges and the weight of a set of subgraphs of G is the sum of the weights of the subgraphs. A min U-basis (cycle basis) of G is a U-basis (cycle basis) of minimum weight.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let U be a collection of unordered pairs of distinct nodes of V. For simplicity in our language, we will identify the subgraphs of G (with no isolated nodes) with their incidence vectors. For example, we may refer to the Uspace of G as if it contains subgraphs of G instead of the incidence vectors of these subgraphs. Similarly, we may say that a subgraph of G is the sum of a set of other subgraphs, instead of saying the incidence vector of a subgraph is the sum over GF(2) of the incidence vectors of a set of other subgraphs.
Let X be a full rank set of vectors from a finite dimensional vector space and let each vector in X have a weight. If XC X is independent, then an extension of X is a set Y 2 X such that X U Y is a basis for the vector space. If the sum of the weights of the vectors in an extension is a minimum, then it is called a min weight extension.
The following greedy algorithm can be used to find min weight extensions.
Algorithm. Min weight extension.
Input: A full rank set X of weighted vectors from a finite dimensional vector space and some independent X C X.
Output: A min weight set Y C X such that X U Y is a basis for the vector space.
Step 0: Set Y := 0.
Step 1: Put the set X\X into non-decreasing order by weights.
Step 2: Consider, in order, each member x of the set X\X and do the following:
The validity of this algorithm follows immediately from elementary matroid theory (see, e.g. [I] or [25] ). In particular, the sets Y such that X U Y are independent form a matroid (obtained from the original matroid on X by "contracting" the elements in X). Hence, finding a min weight extension is equivalent to finding a min weight base for this matroid. It is well known that the greedy algorithm can be used to find min weight bases for matroids.
We next present our second characterization of planar min V'-cuts. It states that there is a close relationship between the decomposition of a minimum weight R/-separation and a special type of minimum weight extension. Property (4.2) suggests that if one is given an optimal topology T for a 2-connected plane graph, then one can find a corresponding minimum weight RI-separation as follows: apply Algorithm: Min weight extension to a list of all the U(T)-paths and cycles in the graph to find a minimum weight extension of X. However this is not a polynomial time procedure since the list may be exponential in length. In the next section we address this problem.
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In this section we first show that the paths and cycles in a decomposition of any minimum weight R/-separation have a simple structure, related to minimum weight paths. This result is of interest in itself since it provides some additional understanding of the structure of min V'-cuts in planar graphs. We then show how to use this result, together with Algorithm: Min weight extension, to get a new polynomial algorithm for the planar min V'-cut problem, for fixed 1 V'I. Although the complexity of this algorithm appears to be worse than that of our first algorithm, we find the greedy/matroidal form of it to be sufficiently interesting for a quick presentation.
A u-v path P is called edge-short if G contains an edge e = u'v', a minimum weight u'-u path, and a minimum weight v'-v path such that these two paths are node disjoint, A cycle C in G is called edge-short if G contains a node w, an edge e= u'v', a minimum weight u'-w path, and a minimum weight v'--w path such that the two paths share only the node w.
The following result follows from Theorem 2.3 in [lo].
Proposition 5.1. Let G = (V, E) be a connectedplane graph with positive edge weights and let R' be a subset of its regions. If E' is a minimum weight R' separation, then the paths and cycles in the decomposition of G(E') are edge-short.
This proposition, together with Theorem 4.1, immediately suggests the following algorithm.
Algorithm. Planar min V'-cut (2)
Input: A connected plane graph G =(V,E) with positive edge weights; V' c V.
Output: A minimum weight VI-cut.
Step 1: Find Gd. Let R' denote the region of G" corresponding to V'. Let X denote the set of incidence vectors of faces of Gd except for those containing regions in R'.
Step 3: Generate a collection L of edge-short paths and cycles as follows: Cycles. For each node v and edge e =xy, let G' be the subgraph of Gd induced by e and the edges in P,, and PYU. If G' is a cycle, add its incidence vector to L.
Paths. For each pair of nodes u, u in Gd and edge e =xy, let Gi be the subgraph of Gd induced by e and the edges in P, and PC), and let G2 be the subgraph induced by e and the edges in PUY and P,. If Gi is a u--u path, add its incidence vector to L, for i= 1,2.
Step 4: For each distinct topology T = (N, {N, Step 5: Output the minimum weight set Y found in Step 4.
It is not immediate that the above algorithm works. The problem is that there may be multiple minimum weight paths between some pairs of nodes; hence L' need not contain all the edge-short cycles and U(T)-paths. One way around this problem is to slightly "perturb" the edge weights and to thereby insure that the shortest paths and the min V'-cut are unique. However, this is not necessary, that is, the algorithm works, as stated, starting from any collection of minimum weight paths generated in Step 2. The proof of this is nontrivial, but is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 2.6 in [lo]. Because the worse case time complexity of this algorithm appears to be worse than that of Algorithm: Planar min V'-cut (1) we present only the following analysis. 
(6.2) A subgraph G' of G is in the cycle space of G if and only if G' is the union of edge disjoint cycles of G. (6.3) A subgraph G' of G is in the cycle space of G if and only if every node of G'
has even degree. are contained in different regions of C.
Proposition 6.2. Let G=(V,E) be a 2-connected plane graph with edge weights; let R' be a subset of two or more of its regions; and let X be the set of faces of G except for those bounding a region of R'. Let E' C E be the coboundary of a node set V's V and let El, E2 be a non-trivial partition of E'. If there exists a cycle C such that [El nC[ and I& nC[ are odd, but no such cycle is in X, then every extension of X to a cycle basis contains such a cycle.
Proof. Observe that, since E' is the coboundary of a node set, each cycle intersects E' in an even number of edges; hence, each cycle has the property that the number of edges in El and E2 in the cycle have the same parity. Let us call a cycle odd or even according to this parity. The result follows from the following observation: no odd cycle can be expressed as a mod-2 sum of even cycles. 0
Let Cr and C2 be two different faces of a 2-connected plane graph G. A Cl-C2
path is a simple path P with one endnode on Cl, one endnode on C,, and no other node on Ct or Cz; if Ct and C2 have a common node, then P must be one of these nodes. Let E' be the coboundary of the node set of such a path. Then there exists a cyclic ordering of the edges in E', say, a, b,xl,. . . , r, {b,xl,..., x,,c}, {d,xr+l,. .. ,xr+r, a} the (Cl, CZ)-partition of P.
We immediately have the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.3 (Hartvigsen [IO]). Let G be a 2-connected plane graph. Let Cl and C2 be two dtfherent faces of G that bound regions RI and R2, respectively, and let P be a Cl-C2 path. Then, a cycle C separates RI and R2 tf C intersects each set in the (Cl, C2 )-partition of P an odd number of times.

Proposition 6.4. Let G be a 2-connected plane graph with edge weights; let R' be a subset of two or more of its regions; let X be the set of faces of G except ,for those bounding a region of R'; and let C be an extension of X to a cycle basis. Then for every pair of regions in R', there exists a cycle in C that separates the taco regions.
Proof. The result follows immediately from Propositions 6.2 and 6.3. 0
Proposition 6.5. Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph and let T = {N, {Nl, , N,}} be a topology defined on G. Then (6.4) If C is a cycle basis and P is a spanning T-forest, then C U P is a U(T)-basis. (6.5) The dimension of the U(T)-space of G is lEl -/V( + 1 + IN( -p.
Let X be an independent set of cycles of G. Then (6.6) For every minimum weight spanning T-forest F there exists a minimum weight extension of X to a u(T)-basis that contains F.
Proof of (6.4).
By definition, C is contained in the U(T)-space of G. Let P = {PI,. .,e.} where 8 is a Ui-Vi path and let Gp=(N,{u;ri: i= 1,. . .,s}).
We first show that C U P is independent. We prove this by induction on IN 1. Clearly, this is true if INI = 2, since in this case (P( = 1 and no path can be expressed as the sum of cycles. So let us assume IN I>2 and that the result holds for smaller sets N.
Let v be a node in N that has degree 1 in Gp. Then there exists exactly one path in P, say P, with an endnode at v. By inductive hypothesis, C U (P\P) is independent in the U(T')-space of G, (where T' is the topology induced by removing v from N in T) hence is independent in the U( T)-space of G. Since all paths and cycles in C U (P\P) have even degree at v, all sums of subsets of C U (P\P) must have even degree at c. Since P had odd degree at v, it follows that CUP is independent.
To conclude the proof we show that CUP spans the entire U( T)-space. Let P be a U(T)-path not in P with endnodes x and y. Then adding the edge xy to Gp creates a unique cycle, call it C=(Y,Z).
Let P'={(e: UjCit{Ujc,: i=l,...,s}flZ)}UP. It is easy to see that each node of G must have even degree in the subgraph corresponding to the sum of the paths in P'. Hence, by (6. 3) this sum is contained in the cycle space of G. It follows that P can be expressed as the sum of the paths in {fl: UiVj E {U;V,: i= 1,. . . ,s} n Z} plus a set of cycles in C. The result follows. CT1
Proof of (6.5). (6.5) follows immediately from (6.4), the definition of spanning T-forest, and (6.1).
Proof of (6.6). Let Apply Algorithm: Min weight extension to the ordered set L to find an extension of X. Suppose in Step 2 we consider a path P cz F. Let A and B denote the sets of paths and cycles, respectively, already chosen by the algorithm. By our choice of L, ep must connect two components of GA. To see this, observe that ep connected two components in our application of Algorithm: Min weight spanning T-forest; if ep does not connect the same components (by node sets) of GA in our application of Algorithm: Min weight extension, then there must exist a lighter edge that did so earlier. But this contradicts our placement of L' within L. We claim that A UB U P is independent, hence the algorithm adds P to the minimum weight extension.
To see this let Gt = (Vi, El ) be one of the two components of GA connected by ep.
Let C denote the coboundary of Vi in G. By our choice of VI, every path and cycle in A and B has an intersection of even cardinality with C. The sum of any collection of paths and cycles with this property also has this property. But the intersection of P with C has odd cardinality, therefore AU BUP is independent. q
We use the following classical result from linear algebra to prove our main theorem. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that R' contains the unbounded region. We begin by proving two claims.
Claim 1. The decomposition of any minimum weight R'-separation with topology T is an extension of X to a U(T)-basis of G.
Proof of Claim 1. Let E' be a minimum weight R'separation with topology T.
Let D denote the decomposition of G(E'). Let Observe that (7.1) is a "local" condition in terms of min cuts for all pairs in V' whereas (7.2) is a "global" condition with no mention of min cuts. An immediate corollary is the following: Proof. Suppose C has one or more pairs that cross and that C = {Cl,. . , C,,} is in non-decreasing order by weight. Suppose that Cl,. . . , C, are non-crossing, but that C;+l crosses at least one of Cl,. . . , C,. Ci+i is a min cut for some pair of nodes X, y that are not separated by Cl,.
, Ci. Apply the standard "uncrossing procedure" (first described by Gomory and Hu [9] ; for a very clear and concise exposition see [19, p. 621 ) to obtain a cut C:+, that is a min cut for X, y and that does not cross Cl,.
C,. Set c := c\c,+, u c;+,. Note that there may exist one or more pairs of nodes such that this new C does not contain a cut that separates these pairs. If this is the case, then add one or more min cuts to this new C to obtain a minimal collection of cuts with a min cut for every pair of nodes and whose weight is at least that of the original C. Because we considered the cuts in non-decreasing order by weight, Cl,. . . , C:,, occur in this final C and are non-crossing. Hence, if we continue this process, it will end with a noncrossing collection C whose weight is at least that of the original C. By Corollary 7.2, the weight of C at the end of the process is equal to the weight of C'.
The result follows. 0
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In this final section we prove Theorem 2.2.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let e = uv E E. Then contracting e is the operation of deleting the edge e from G and identifying the nodes u and v; we let G/e denote the graph so obtained. For A C E, we let G/A denote the graph obtained from G by sequentially contracting the edges in A. It is well known that every sequence of contractions of such a set A results in the same graph, hence this notion is well defined. We observe that in a plane graph, if G(A) is acyclic, then there is a natural l-l correspondence between the regions of G and G/A. We call a collection of cycles in a plane graph non-crossing if the corresponding cuts in the dual graph are non-crossing.
(Equivalently, a pair of cycles crosses if and only if their bounded regions intersect but neither is contained within the other.)
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let A be a min weight spanning T-forest with edge set A and let B be a minimal all V/-pairs min cut collection of G(E\A) with edge set B.
Let S be a minimum weight extension of X that contains A and let S denote its edge set. (By (6.6), such an extension exists.) By (4.2), A US is a minimum weight R/-separation.
By Observation 4.2, the cycles in S are blocks of Gd(A US) and the paths in A are internally node disjoint. Therefore, the paths and cycles in S become cycles in Gd/A; let B' denote this collection of cycles. Observation 4.2 also implies that the cycles in B' are non-crossing.
In fact, the cycles in B' are a minimum weight collection of non-crossing cycles with the following property: (8.1) For every pair of regions in R' (in cd/A), B' contains a cycle that separates the pair. To see this, observe that if there were such a collection of cycles with less weight (non-crossing or not), then the edges in these cycles together with A would yield a R' -separation for Gd with less weight than A US.
It is well known that G(E\A)
IS a dual of cd/A. Therefore, by the duality of cuts and cycles, B' is a minimum weight collection of non-crossing cuts in G(E\A) with the following property: (8.2) For every pair of nodes in V' (in G(E\A)), B' contains a cut that separates the pair. By Theorem 7.1, it follows that B' is a minimal non-crossing collection of cuts that contains a min cut for every pair of nodes in V' (in G(E\A)).
Observe that B is a minimal collection of cuts that contains a min cut for every pair of nodes in V' (in
G(E\A)).
By Proposition 7.4, B has weight less than or equal to B'. Observe that B is a collection of cycles in Gd/A that together with A forms a R/-separation in Gd.
Hence, the weight of B must, in fact, equal the weight of B' and {A U B} is a minimum weight RI-separation. The above corollary is a bit surprising because, in general, every minimal all V'-pairs min cut collection (of a connected graph with positive edge weights) has the same weight only if we consider non-crossing collections (see Corollary 7.2). For example, consider a graph that is a cycle with four edges, say el, e2, es and e+ labeled cyclically. Let each edge have weight 1. Then { {el, ez}, {ez,es}, {es, e4)) and {{el,es}, {e2,e4}} are two minimal all pairs min cut collections with different weights. The corollary states that this situation does not occur in the graphs G(E\A) as defined in Theorem 2.2.
